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After an overview of the fundamentals, limitations, and scope of reactive distillation, this book uses rigorous models for
steady-state design and dynamic analysis of different types of reactive distillation columns and quantitatively compares
the economics of reactive distillation columns with conventional multi-unit processes. It goes beyond traditional steadystate design that primarily considers the capital investment and energy costs when analyzing the control structure and
the dynamic robustness of disturbances, and discusses how to maximize the economic and environmental benefits of
reactive distillation technology.
Fundamental Process Control focuses on the fundamental nature of process control, which includes an extensive
discussion on control methodologies. The first seven chapters are devoted to the development of a complete control
problem formulation that contains all the elements of practical importance. Due to the novelty of these ideas, no rigorous
mathematical proofs yet exist for the assertions made, although they have been verified through simulation and
experience in practice. The concepts discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 contain ideas for future developments in process
control that will trigger the imagination of researchers in the fields covered. This book requires a thorough grounding in
both classical and modern control theory in order to grasp the material presented. This book is therefore not for casual
readers, but rather is directed at those who are currently, or those who desire to develop into, control design experts.
Within the academic community, this book is ideal for the graduate level and for those academics pursuing fundamental
research topics in process control.
A timely treatment of distillationcombining steady-state designand dynamic controllability As the world continues to seek
new sources of energy, the distillation process remains one of the most important separation methods in the chemical,
petroleum, and energy industries. And as new renewable sources of energy and chemical feedstocks become more
universally utilized, the issues of distillation design and control will remain vital to a future sustainable lifestyle. Distillation
Design and Control Using Aspen Simulation introduces the current status and future implications of this vital technology
from the dual perspectives of steady-state design and dynamics. Where traditional design texts have focused mainly on
the steady-state economic aspects of distillation design, William Luyben also addresses such issues as dynamic
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performance in the face of disturbances. Utilizing the commercial simulators Aspen Plus and Aspen Dynamics, the text
guides future and practicing chemical engineers first in the development of optimal steady-state designs of distillation
systems, and then in the development of effective control structures. Unique features of the text include: * In-depth
coverage of the dynamics of column design to help develop effective control structures for distillation columns *
Development of rigorous simulations of single distillation columns and sequences of columns * Coverage of design and
control of petroleum fractionators Encompassing nearly four decades of research and practical developments in this
dynamic field, the text represents an important reference for both students and experienced engineers faced with
distillation problems.
Emphasizes the design, control and functioning of various unit operations - offering shortcut methods of calculation along
with computer and nomographic solution techniques. Provides practical sections on conversion to and from SI units and
cost indexes for quick updating of all cost information.;This book is designed for mechanical, chemical, process design,
project, and materials engineers and continuing-education courses in these disciplines.
Provides a holistic approach that looks at changing process conditions, possible process design changes, and process
technology upgrades Includes process integration techniques for improving process designs and for applying
optimization techniques for improving operations focusing on hydroprocessing units. Discusses in details all important
aspects of hydroprocessing – including catalytic materials, reaction mechanism, as well as process design, operation and
control, troubleshooting and optimization Methods and tools are introduced that have a successful application track
record at UOP and many industrial plants in recent years Includes relevant calculations/software/technologies hosted
online for purchasers of the book
Process Control: Modeling, Design, and Simulation is the first complete introduction to process control that fully
integrates software tools-helping you master critical techniques hands-on, using MATLAB-based computer simulations.
Author B. Wayne Bequette includes process control diagrams, dynamic modeling, feedback control, frequency response
analysis techniques, control loop tuning, and start-to-finish chemical process control case studies.
The latest methodologies for the control of distillation processes Written by an expert with more than 30 years of industry
experience, Distillation Control and Optimization: Operation Fundamentals through Software Control is filled with proven
solutions to control problems in distillation processes. This authoritative guide discusses regulatory control and the
development of advanced control systems such as multivariable predictive control. Realworld examples of commercial
units analyzed using the results of rigorous simulation models are included. Detailed diagrams illustrate the proven
methods presented in this practical resource. COVERAGE INCLUDES: Two-product columns Multiproduct columns
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Liquid and vapor sidestream columns Column operating pressure Column capacity and efficiency Two-product column
basic control Two-product column quality control Disturbances to the column Multiproduct column control Crude oil
fractionators control Multivariable predictive control technology Inferentials in distillation Quality estimators of refinery
distillation products
This book presents a comprehensive optimization-based theory and framework that exploits the synergistic interactions
and tradeoffs between process design and operational decisions that span different time scales. Conventional methods in
the process industry often isolate decision making mechanisms with a hierarchical information flow to achieve tractable
problems, risking suboptimal, even infeasible operations. In this book, foundations of a systematic model-based strategy
for simultaneous process design, scheduling, and control optimization is detailed to achieve reduced cost and improved
energy consumption in process systems. The material covered in this book is well suited for the use of industrial
practitioners, academics, and researchers. In Chapter 1, a historical perspective on the milestones in model-based
design optimization techniques is presented along with an overview of the state-of-the-art mathematical tools to solve the
resulting complex problems. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss two fundamental concepts that are essential for the reader. These
concepts are (i) mixed integer dynamic optimization problems and two algorithms to solve this class of optimization
problems, and (ii) developing a model based multiparametric programming model predictive control. These tools are
used to systematically evaluate the tradeoffs between different time-scale decisions based on a single high-fidelity model,
as demonstrated on (i) design and control, (ii) scheduling and control, and (iii) design, scheduling, and control problems.
We present illustrative examples on chemical processing units, including continuous stirred tank reactors, distillation
columns, and combined heat and power regeneration units, along with discussions of other relevant work in the literature
for each class of problems.
Digital Computer Applications to Process Control presents the developments in the application of digital computers to the
control of technical processes. This book discusses the control principles and includes as well direct feedback and feed
forward control as monitoring and optimization of technical processes. Organized into five parts encompassing 77
chapters, this book begins with an overview of the two categories of microprocessor systems. This text then discusses
the concept of a sensor controlled robot that adapts to any task, assures product quality, and eliminates machine tending
labor. Other chapters consider the ergonomic adaptation of the human operator's working conditions to his abilities. This
book discusses as well the self-tuning regulator for liquid level in the acetic acid evaporator and its actual performance in
production. The final chapter deals with algebraic method for deadbeat control of multivariable linear time-invariant
continuous systems. This book is a valuable resource for electrical and control engineers.
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This reference book can be read at different levels, making it a powerful source of information. It presents most of the
aspects of control that can help anyone to have a synthetic view of control theory and possible applications, especially
concerning process engineering.
The latest edition of a perennial bestseller, Multistage Separation Processes, Fourth Edition provides a clear and
thorough presentation of the theoretical foundation, and understanding of the development, evaluation, design, and
optimization steps of these processes, from both an academic and industrial perspective. The book’s emphasis on
starting with theoretical models and their role in computer simulation, followed by practical applications, sets it apart from
other texts on this topic. The author also highlights the importance of relating fundamental concepts to intuitive
understanding of the processes. See What’s New in the Fourth Edition: Chapter on fluid-solid operations Expanded
development of theories and methods for many applications Adds numerous industry-related examples and end-ofchapter problems Case studies combined with examples Updated and enhanced figures The book includes a generous
number of examples from a wide variety of applications to relate theory to actual results, and to demonstrate the
performance of process under varying conditions. The chapter topics follow a logical path that starts with basics and
theoretical concepts, and progresses systematically into the various separation processes. Each chapter provides the
information relevant to a specific topic, and refers to appropriate chapters in the book as needed. These features
combine to give you the understanding required to make the best selections of property prediction and simulation
techniques and avoid the cost incurred by the use of improper simulations.
Batch chemical processing has in the past decade enjoyed a return to respectability as a valuable, effective, and often
preferred mode of process operation. This book provides the first comprehensive and authoritative coverage that reviews
the state of the art development in the field of batch chemical systems engineering, applications in various chemical
industries, current practice in different parts of the world, and future technical challenges. Developments in enabling
computing technologies such as simulation, mathematical programming, knowledge based systems, and prognosis of
how these developments would impact future progress in the batch domain are covered. Design issues for complex unit
processes and batch plants as well as operational issues such as control and scheduling are also addressed.
First published in 1986, this book contains an in-depth treatment on distillation tray hydrodynamics and efficiency, with an
emphasis on sieve and valve trays. As distillation lies at the heart of the petroleum and chemical industries, so at the
heart of most distillation columns are the trays used to effect the separation. Topics covered by the author include froth,
foam and spray, dispersion height, pressure drop, flooding and weeping. Procedures for predicting tray efficiency are
outlined including the effects of entrainment, weeping and flow maldistribution. Methods for multicomponent efficiency are
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also covered with examples. Although distillation tray hydrodynamics is probably one of the most well-researched areas
of chemical engineering, few books cover the subject other than on an elementary level. The present volume will be used
by graduate students and research workers in chemical engineering, and by chemical and process engineers in industry
concerned with distillation and absorption.
With a focus on the fundamentals and strategies of distillation columns, this book covers the process variables for
continuous distillation columns, as well as four basic control strategies and the typical cases in which they are used. The
author defines the inlet and outlet streams and process variables for a distillation column and then explains the overall
concept of the separation and purification that is performed. Performance and product quality are described in terms of
specification requirements, and tools and techniques for the optimization of quality performance are provided. Figures
and graphs are included within the reference to illustrate concepts.
In addition to the three main themes: chemical reactors, distillation columns, and batch processes this volume also
addresses some of the new trends in dynamics and control methodology such as model based predictive control, new
methods for identification of dynamic models, nonlinear control theory and the application of neural networks to
identification and control. Provides a useful reference source of the major advances in the field.
A GUIDE TO THE DESIGN, OPERATION, CONTROL, TROUBLESHOOTING, OPTIMIZATION AS WELL AS THE RECENT
ADVANCES IN THE FIELD OF PETROCHEMICAL PROCESSES Efficient Petrochemical Processes: Technology, Design and
Operation is a guide to the tools and methods for energy optimization and process design. Written by a panel of experts on the
topic, the book highlights the application of these methods on petrochemical technology such as the aromatics process unit. The
authors describe practical approaches and tools that focus on improving industrial energy efficiency, reducing capital investment,
and optimizing yields through better design, operation, and optimization. The text is divided into sections that cover the range of
essential topics: petrochemical technology description; process design considerations; reaction and separation design; process
integration; process system optimization; types of revamps; equipment assessment; common operating issues; and
troubleshooting case analysis. This important book: Provides the basic knowledge related to fundamentals, design, and operation
for petrochemical processes Applies process integration techniques and optimization techniques that improve process design and
operations in the petrochemical process Provides practical methods and tools for industrial practitioners Puts the focus on
improving industrial energy efficiency, reducing capital investment, and optimizing yields Contains information on the most recent
advances in the field. Written for managers, engineers, and operators working in process industries as well as university students,
Efficient Petrochemical Processes: Technology, Design and Operation explains the most recent advances in the field of
petrochemical processes and discusses in detail catalytic and adsorbent materials, reaction and separation mechanisms.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and energy efficient design -- Process
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simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating revenues and
production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site considerations -- Optimization in
design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -- Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors
and mixers -- Separation of fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -- Specification and design of
solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and storage of fluids.
This book describes the current state of the art in the retrofit of existing distillation processes using advanced distillation
techniques. Highlighting concept and practical application rather than theory, it emphasizes the use of advanced process
integration and intensification techniques, such as multi-effect distillation, heat pump assisted distillation, thermally coupled
distillation, dividing wall column, reactive distillation, and innovative hybrid systems. As a thermal separation method, distillation is
one of the most important and widely used technologies in the chemical process industry. While it has many advantages, one
major drawback is its large energy requirement, which can significantly influence overall plant profitability. The increasing cost of
energy has forced industry to reduce its energy requirement, but simultaneously there has been a need to increase capacity and
output due to heightened demand. To accomplish this, the retrofit of distillation processes to increase efficiency and output has
become a crucial issue. This book describes the use of advanced process integration and process intensification techniques to
carry out effective distillation retrofit. Written by leading researchers in distillation process, process integration, process
intensification, and process retrofit, the book presents a comprehensive review of contemporary advanced distillation techniques
which can be employed in grass-root systems and retrofit. It is a valuable source of information for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of chemical engineering, practicing process designers and chemical engineers.
Discussing distillation, this book gives readers guidelines for operation, troubleshooting and control. It offers a compendium of Do's
and Don'ts, good practices, and guidelines for trouble-free design; operation and troubleshooting for inlets and outlets; avoiding
tray damage; installation; commissioning and startup techniques; and more.
Distillation has historically been the main method forseparating mixtures in the chemical process industry. However,despite the
flexibility and widespread use of distillationprocesses, they still remain extremely energy inefficient.Increased optimization and
novel distillation concepts can deliversubstantial benefits, not just in terms of significantly lowerenergy use, but also in reducing
capital investment and improvingeco-efficiency. While likely to remain the separation technology ofchoice for the next few
decades, there is no doubt thatdistillation technologies need to make radical changes in order tomeet the demands of the energyconscious society. Advanced Distillation Technologies: Design, Control andApplications gives a deep and broad insight into
integratedseparations using non-conventional arrangements, including bothcurrent and upcoming process intensification
technologies. It includes: Key concepts in distillation technology Principles of design, control, sizing and economics ofdistillation
Dividing-wall column (DWC) – design, configurations,optimal operation and energy efficient and advanced control DWC
applications in ternary separations, azeotropic, extractiveand reactive distillation Heat integrated distillation column (HIDiC) –
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design,equipment and configurations Heat-pump assisted applications (MVR, TVR, AHP, CHRP, TAHP andothers) Cyclic
distillation technology – concepts, modelingapproach, design and control issues Reactive distillation – fundamentals,
equipment,applications, feasibility scheme Results of rigorous simulations in Mathworks Matlab &Simulink, Aspen Plus, Dynamics
and Custom Modeler Containing abundant examples and industrial case studies, thisis a unique resource that tackles the most
advanced distillationtechnologies – all the way from the conceptual design topractical implementation. The author of Advanced
Distillation Technologies, Dr. Ir.Anton A. Kiss, has been awarded the Hoogewerff Jongerenprijs2013. ahref="http://www.hoogewerf
f-fonds.nl/nieuws/26/hoogewerff_jongerenprijs_2013_toegekend_aan_veelzijdige_procestechnoloog"Findout more (website in
Dutch).../a
The proposed book will be divided into three parts. The chapters in Part I provide an overview of certain aspect of process
retrofitting. The focus of Part II is on computational techniques for solving process retrofit problems. Finally, Part III addresses
retrofit applications from diverse process industries. Some chapters in the book are contributed by practitioners whereas others
are from academia. Hence, the book includes both new developments from research and also practical considerations. Many
chapters include examples with realistic data. All these feature make the book useful to industrial engineers, researchers and
students.
Exploring methods and techniques to optimize processing energy efficiency in process plants, Energy and Process Optimization
for the Process Industries provides a holistic approach that considers optimizing process conditions, changing process
flowschemes, modifying equipment internals, and upgrading process technology that has already been used in a process plant
with success. Field tested by numerous operating plants, the book describes technical solutions to reduce energy consumption
leading to significant returns on capital and includes an 8-point Guidelines for Success. The book provides managers, chemical
and mechanical engineers, and plant operators with methods and tools for continuous energy and process improvements.
Distillation: Equipment and Processes—winner of the 2015 PROSE Award in Chemistry & Physics from the Association of
American Publishers—is a single source of authoritative information on all aspects of the theory and practice of modern distillation,
suitable for advanced students and professionals working in a laboratory, industrial plants, or a managerial capacity. It addresses
the most important and current research on industrial distillation, including all steps in process design (feasibility study, modeling,
and experimental validation), together with operation and control aspects. This volume features an extra focus on distillation
equipment and processes. Winner of the 2015 PROSE Award in Chemistry & Physics from the Association of American Publishers
Practical information on the newest development written by recognized experts Coverage of a huge range of laboratory and
industrial distillation approaches Extensive references for each chapter facilitates further study

The development of computer-aided simulation programs for separation processes provides engineers with valuable
tools to make more reliable qualitative and quantitative decisions in plant design and operation. Written by a specialist in
modeling and optimization, Multistage Separation Processes, Third Edition clarifies the effective use of simulato
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The goal of the Encyclopedia of Optimization is to introduce the reader to a complete set of topics that show the
spectrum of research, the richness of ideas, and the breadth of applications that has come from this field. The second
edition builds on the success of the former edition with more than 150 completely new entries, designed to ensure that
the reference addresses recent areas where optimization theories and techniques have advanced. Particularly heavy
attention resulted in health science and transportation, with entries such as "Algorithms for Genomics", "Optimization and
Radiotherapy Treatment Design", and "Crew Scheduling".
Providing coverage of design principles for distillation processes, this text contains a presentation of process and
equipment design procedures. It also highlights limitations of some design methods, and offers guidance on how to
overcome them.
"Written by engineers for engineers (with over 150 International Editorial Advisory Board members),this highly lauded
resource provides up-to-the-minute information on the chemical processes, methods, practices, products, and standards
in the chemical, and related, industries. "
The batch distillation process has existed for many centuries. It is perhaps the oldest technology for separating or
purifying liquid mixtures and is the most frequently used separation method in batch processes. In the last 25 years, with
continuous development of faster computers and sophisticated numerical methods, there have been many published
works using detailed mathematical models with rigorous physical property calculations and advanced optimisation
techniques to address several important issues, such as selection of column configurations, design, operation, off-cut
recycling, use of batch distillation in reactive and extractive modes, etc.Batch Distillation: Design and Operation presents
excellent, important contributions of many researchers from around the globe, including those of the author and his coworkers./a
The latest update to Bela Liptak's acclaimed "bible" of instrument engineering is now available. Retaining the format that
made the previous editions bestsellers in their own right, the fourth edition of Process Control and Optimization continues
the tradition of providing quick and easy access to highly practical information. The authors are practicing engineers, not
theoretical people from academia, and their from-the-trenches advice has been repeatedly tested in real-life applications.
Expanded coverage includes descriptions of overseas manufacturer's products and concepts, model-based optimization
in control theory, new major inventions and innovations in control valves, and a full chapter devoted to safety. With more
than 2000 graphs, figures, and tables, this all-inclusive encyclopedic volume replaces an entire library with one
authoritative reference. The fourth edition brings the content of the previous editions completely up to date, incorporates
the developments of the last decade, and broadens the horizons of the work from an American to a global perspective.
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Béla G. Lipták speaks on Post-Oil Energy Technology on the AT&T Tech Channel.
Most available books in chemical engineering mainly pertain to continuous processes, with batch distillation relegated to
a small section. Filling this void in the chemical engineering literature, Batch Distillation: Simulation, Optimal Design, and
Control, Second Edition helps readers gain a solid, hands-on background in batch processing. The seco
The field of process control has evolved gradually over the years, with emphasis on key aspects including designing and
tuning of controllers. This textbook covers fundamental concepts of basic and multivariable process control, and
important monitoring and diagnosis techniques. It discusses topics including state-space models, Laplace transform to
convert state-space models to transfer function models, linearity and linearization, inversion formulae, conversion of
output to time domain, stability analysis through partial fraction expansion, and stability analysis using Routh table and
Nyquits plots. The text also covers basics of relative gain array, multivariable controller design and model predictive
control. The text comprehensively covers minimum variable controller (MVC) and minimum variance benchmark with the
help of solved examples for better understanding. Fundamentals of diagnosis of control loop problems are also explained
and explanations are bolstered through solved examples. Pedagogical features including solved problems and unsolved
exercises are interspersed throughout the text for better understanding. The textbook is primarily written for senior
undergraduate and graduate students in the field of chemical engineering and biochemical engineering for a course on
process control. The textbook will be accompanied by teaching resource such a collection of slides for the course
material and a includsolution manual for the instructors.
Presents the latest results of both academic and industrial research in the control, modelling and dynamics of two of the
most fundamental constituents of all chemical engineering plant. Includes contributions on fixed-bed, gas-phase and
tubular reactors, thermal cracking furnaces and distillation columns, related to applications in all major areas of chemical
engineering, including petrochemicals and bulk chemical manufacture. Contains 51 papers.
Distillation: Fundamentals and Principles — winner of the 2015 PROSE Award in Chemistry & Physics — is a single source
of authoritative information on all aspects of the theory and practice of modern distillation, suitable for advanced students
and professionals working in a laboratory, industrial plants, or a managerial capacity. It addresses the most important and
current research on industrial distillation, including all steps in process design (feasibility study, modeling, and
experimental validation), together with operation and control aspects. This volume features an extra focus on the
conceptual design of distillation. Winner of the 2015 PROSE Award in Chemistry & Physics from the Association of
American Publishers Practical information on the newest development written by recognized experts Coverage of a huge
range of laboratory and industrial distillation approaches Extensive references for each chapter facilitates further study
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Although batch processing has existed for a long time, designing these processes and unit operations has been
considered an onerous task that required computational efforts. Design of these processes is made more complex
because of the time dependent nature of the process and the allowable flexibility. More often than not, every unit
encounters optimal control problems. Therefore, traditional design books have not covered batch processing in detail.
Filling this void, Batch Processing: Modeling and Design describes various unit operations in batch and bio-processing as
well as design methods for these units. Topics include: Batch distillation operating modes and configurations Batch
absorption operations based on the solubility difference Batch adsorption based on differential affinity of various soluble
molecules to solid absorbents Batch chromatography for measuring a wide variety of thermodynamic, kinetic, and
physico-chemical properties Batch crystallization where a phase is used to find the supersaturation at which point
material crystallizes Batch drying that stresses the phase diagram of water to describe this operation Batch filtration using
a porous medium or screen to separate solids from liquids Batch centrifugation where centrifugal force is used for
separation Batch processes are widely used in pharmaceutical, food, and specialty chemicals where high value, low
volume products are manufactured. Recent developments in bio-based manufacturing also favor batch processes
because feed variations can be easily handled in batch processes. Further, the emerging area of nanomaterials
manufacturing currently uses batch processes as they are low volume, high energy intensive processes. With examples,
case studies, and more than 100 homework problems, this book describes the unit operations in batch and bioprocessing
and gives students a thorough grounding in the numerical methods necessary to solve these design problems.
For process engineers, control systems engineers & instrument maintenance technicians. Furthers understanding of
control techniques & process variables.
Distillation column control has been the the "Lehigh inquisition" and survived! So it subject of many, many papers over
the last has been tested by the fire of both actual half century. Several books have been de review by a hard-nosed plant
experience and voted to various aspects of the subject. The group of practically oriented skeptics. technology is quite
extensive and diffuse. In selecting the authors and the topics, There are also many conflicting opinions the emphasis has
been on keeping the ma about some of the important questions. terial practical and useful, so some subjects We hope
that the collection under one that are currently of mathematical and the cover of contributions from many of the oretical
interest, but have not been demon leading authorities in the field of distillation strated to have practical importance, have
control will help to consolidate, unify, and not been included. clarify some of this vast technology. The The book is divided
about half and half contributing authors of this book represent between methodology and specific applica tion examples.
Chapters 3 through 14 dis both industrial and academic perspectives, and their cumulative experience in the area cuss
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techniques and methods that have of distillation control adds up to over 400 proven themselves to be useful tools in at
tacking distillation control problems.
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